ALEXA LUBORSKY

MAD LIB

Not to be done alone; to be answered to

1. Our strength lies in our ________ (noun; war of present) and in our ________ (noun; war of self);

2. ________ (a name; a death) has sent ________ (a number of significance; of enough) of ________ and ________ (nouns; defenders) into ________ (a noun; a promise) knowingly and with a light heart.

3. ________ (a noun; a fallacy) sees in ________ (a pronoun; keeper of distance) only the great founder of ________ (a plural noun; a thing with many lost heads you wish to kiss).

4. ________ (personal pronoun) have given the ________ (noun; author of violence) and ________ (personal pronoun) shall shoot ________ (an indefinite pronoun; a word of disguise) who utters one word of criticism for the goal to be obtained in the ________ (body that curls under body; nesting doll of death) is not that of reaching certain lines but of physically ________ (verb; to pull back your husk and lie with) the ________ (noun; victim).

5. And so for the ________ (noun; promise of temporality)... ________ (personal pronoun) have ________ (a verb; an accomplice) my death-head formations' in place with the command ________ (an adverb; a hope of an end) and without ________ (a noun; a hope for an end) to ________ (a verb; an anesthetizer) into death ________ (an inaccuracy; an erasure) women and children of ________ (an adjective; an evacuation) origin and language.

6. Only thus we can gain the living space... that we ________ (a word; a justification shuts the slit wrists of other with its thumb). Who after all is today speaking about the
destruction of the ________ (noun; most beloved ruins)?

7. For you, gentlemen, ________ and ________ (nouns; structures of meaning) are ________ (verb; structure of mourning) as they have not since centuries.

8. Be hard, be ________ (a prepositional phrase; a hollowing of), act more quickly and brutally than the others. The citizens of ________ (a home) must tremble with horror.

Words; excerpts of Hitler’s Obersalzberg speech

His answers: 1) quickness, brutality; 2) Genghis Khan, millions, women, children, death; 3) History, him, States; 4) I, command, I, everyone, war, demolishing, opponent; 5) present, I, put, relentlessly, compassion, send, many, Polish; 6) need, Armenians; 7) fame, honour, beginning; 8) without mercy, Western Europe